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Renewed favourite model
In 2016 Terhi launched its first bow rider 475 BR. Straightaway it became the
most sold boat package in Finland. For the upcoming season 2020 Terhi has designed two renewed versions of the favourite model. The new 480 BR and 480
Sport will be launched at the Helsinki boat show in February 2020.

480 BR
The new 480 BR is a safe double-console boat
for the whole family. Two steering consoles with
a steady middle door provide good shelter for the
driver and passengers in the back. The aft area
has two fully padded comfort seats and a wide
stern bench, comfortably seating five adults.
Behind the stern bench there is a canopy storage
compartment for a canopy that covers the whole
stern area in case of rain.

480 Sport
480 Sport is a speedy boat with the looks from
the 70’s and 80’s power boats with today’s driving characteristics and technology. 480 Sport’s
low sleek windshield enables great visibility. Stiff
triple layer ABS-plastic hull combined with a 60 hp
outboard engine guarantees good rides.

Well equipped
When designing the new 480 models the focus was on safety and versatility. Boats come with a wide
range of standard equipment such as two padded offshore seats for the driver and passenger, wide
stern bench, cleats, storage compartments and a door between the consoles. The console has a 12 V
outlet and a place for a 9’’ chart plotter. The bow can be equipped with a sunbed and by removing the
paddings the plain surface can be used for spin fishing.
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Storage space for everyone
Both of the novelties have great amount of storage compartments. The consoles have lots of storage
spaces, place for bottle and two lockable glove compartments. Under the bow bench there is a large
storage space and next to it a place for anchor and mooring lines. In the stern there is two boxes for
ropes, a spacious compartment under the stern bench and in the 480 BR a compartment for stern canopy. All the storage compartments, except the row boxes, are lockable.

Unsinkable Terhi boats
The 480 hulls are made with Terhi’s signature three layer structure with ABS plastic. The unique construction of Terhi boats guarantee besides unsinkability, also quiet rides even in rough weather. The
space in between the thermo-formed ABS-plastic hull and deck section is filled with non-water-absorbent polyurethane foam. The result is a solid and stiff sandwich construction, which is easy to maintain
and quiet in use.

TERHI 480 BR / 480 SPORT
Length

4,80 m

Width

1,85 m

Weight

390 kg (without engine)

Capacity

795 kg

Number of passengers

5

Engine

40–60 hp

Standard equipment

Door between the consoles, box for anchor and/or mooring lines in bow
and stern, triple ABS-shells, cleats, high freeboard, storage compartments and place for a chart plotter., preparedness for navigation lights,
rubbing strip, place for canopy behind the stern seats, cup holders,
steering console, self-draining, fire extinguisher, electric bilge pump,
telescopic paddle, Terhi hand bailer, windscreen, swimming ladder, 12V
power outlet

The Terhi boats are manufactured by TerhiTec Oy, a company located in the small fishing village of Rymättylä in Southwest of Finland.
Since being founded in 1972 the company has produced over 230 000 boats, and is one of the leading boat manufacturers in Europe.
TerhiTec also owns a factory in the city of Ähtäri, Finland, where the high quality Silver aluminium boats are made. Still today all boats
produced by TerhiTec are proudly made in Finland.
TerhiTec Oy is part of the Otto Brandt Group, a Finnish family-owned company which was founded back in 1905. The concern includes
Oy Brandt Ab, importer of Honda outboards, -motorcycles, -ATVs and distributor of four different Finnish boat brands and Bike & Boat
World, which is the biggest Finnish reseller chain of motorcycles, ATVs and boats.

Additional information:
Terhi product manager Olli Heinonen +358 (0) 20 775 7233 / olli.heinonen@brandt.fi
Marketing coordinator Meri Nurmilaukas +358(0) 20 775 7213 / meri.nurmilaukas@brandt.fi
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